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Executive Summary

Thepurpose of this study wasto examine human andother contributing factors involved in
airport surface incidents asreported bypilots. Reports submitted to the Aviation Safety
Reporting System (ASRS) are a good source of information regarding human performance issues
and/or failures that contribute to surface incidents and can be used to supplement the information
contained in FAA reports ofpilot deviations.One method of identifying human factors involved
in surface events is to examine those reports submitted by individuals who were directly
involved in an incident.

This study examined 300 ASRS reports of airport surface movement events (i.e., runway
incursions and surface incidents) at the 34 busiest airports in the United States, submitted
between May 2001 and August 2002. The reports selected for inclusion were those filed by a
captain or first officer who was operating the aircraft under FAA Part 121, 135,or 91, and who
was directly involved in the incident. Of the 300 sampled reports, 50 were excluded because
they failed to meet study criteria (e.g., describedan error ofa pilot in anotheraircraft). Of the
remaining reports, 14percentwere filed by pilots and co-pilots describing the same incident; the
information from these duplicate reports was combined yielding 231 unique incidents.

Reportswere divided into the following six categories of outcomes of surface incidents: crossing
the hold-short lines, entering the runway, completely crossing the runway, taxiing into position
and holding (TIPH), taking off, and landing. The number of reports involving takeoffs without
authorization or landings without authorization were insufficient to analyze the contributing
factors. Contributingfactors ofsurface incidents were grouped into six basic categories:
communication factors; airport surface issues; position awareness; automatic processing factors;
environmental factors; and other human performance issues. Factors from the latter two
categories were not cited often in this sample of reports and thus were not examined in detail.
Each of the four remaininghigh-level categories contained specific factors that were analyzed
individually. For example, readback errors were analyzed separately and were subsumed under
the category of"communications."

Crossing the Hold-short Line

Thirty-five percent of the ASRS reports involved incidents in which pilots crossed the hold-short
lines without authorization. This statistic mirrors the frequency of these incidents found in
runway incursiondata. In 2004, one-quarter ofpilot deviations resulting in runway incursions
involved crossing the hold-short lines (but not the runway edge) without authorization.
Surprisingly, almost 40 percent of these pilot errors reported to the FAA included a correct
readback of the "hold-short" instruction (FAA, 2005). Among the ASRS reports where a pilot
crossedthe hold-short lines withoutauthorization, more than 40 percent of the pilots reported a
loss of"position awareness"; that is, they intended to hold short, and crossed the hold-short lines
without realizing it. In such cases, crossing the hold-short lines without authorization was most
oftenrelated to the pilot performing heads-down tasks. In fact, in 26 percent of these incidents,
the pilot reported beingheadsdownin the cockpit eitherperforming checklists or programming
flight deck systems as they crossed the hold-short lines.
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In one-third of the reports involving a piloterroneously crossing the hold-short lines,
expectations or reverting to habit contributed to the incident. For example, pilots frequently
mentioned that either the hold lines were not where they expected them to be or that they were
accustomed to taking a certain route to the assigned runway (and thus, holding at a different
location than instructed). When the instructions differed from what was expected, pilots
unintentionally reverted to habit. In addition, some pilots reported simply following the aircraft
in front of them across the hold lines, even though they intended to hold short.

Entering and Crossing the Runway

This analysis of ASRS reports showed that loss of position awareness is the number one factor in
pilots entering and crossing a runway without authorization. In 2004,40 percent ofpilot
deviations that resulted in runway incursions involved pilots entering the runway. An additional
35 percent involved pilots completely crossing therunway. In approximately 35percent of these
instances, there was another aircraft taking off; in approximately 65 percent, there was another
aircraft landing. While most of the landing aircraft went around, less than one-quarter of the
takeoffs resulted in an aborted takeoff.

Again, the analysis of ASRS reports revealed that the most common contributing factor to these
types of errors was the pilotbeingheads down. One-third of thepilots whocrossed or entered
the runway without authorization reported that one of the pilots was head-down at the timeof the
incident, most often performing a checklist.

Anothercoincident factorto crossing the runwaywithoutauthorization was the use of"taxi to"
instructions. Pilotsdid not reportany confusion regarding the controller's intentof the "taxi to"
instruction, but anerror in position awareness, combined with the clearance tocross intervening
runways, resulted in the pilot crossing a runway without a clearance. Forexample, in some cases
pilots took a wrong turn and ended upcrossing a runway that they wouldn't have crossed if they
had taken the correct route. In other cases, theaircraft was notwhere the controller thought it
was. The clearance to "taxi to" allowed an aircraft to cross a runway that the controller did not
intend the aircraft to cross.

Taxi Into Position and Hold (TIPH)

In 2004,9 percent of pilot deviations (resulting in a runway incursion) involved an aircraft that
entered the runway without clearance and held in position awaiting authorization for takeoff.
ASRS reports revealed that this type of error is almost always due to communicationerrors.
Ninety-four percent ofTaxi Into Position and Hold (TIPH) reports cited communicationissues as
directly contributing to the incident. The most commonly cited communication factors were
readback/hearback errors,accepting anotheraircraft's clearance,frequency congestion, and
blocked communications.
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Recommendations

The following recommendations are offered for reducing surface incidents caused by pilot
deviations:

• Minimize pilots' heads-down time for the purpose of maintaining position
awareness.

• Continue to analyze the risk inherent in "taxi to" instructions.

• Reduce blocked transmissions and frequency congestion.

• Augment pilot's expectation of the "hold-short" lines.

• Continue to maintain improvements in airport signs and markings in order to
promote position awareness.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) attributes runway incursions to pilot error (pilot
deviations), air traffic controller error (operational errors), or the error ofa vehicle driver or
pedestrian (vehicle/pedestrian deviations). To determine the factors that pilots perceive as
contributing to surface incidents, reports submitted to the Aviation Safety Reporting System
(ASRS) were examined. The ASRS is a catalog of reports ofevents that, in the reporter's
opinion, affected the safety of flight. Most ASRS reports are submitted by pilots. Self-reports of
errors present a candid portrayal of human performance issues that the person may or may not
wish to relay to an investigative authority.

ASRS reports are filed on a voluntary basis; however, as an incentive to report, pilots who incur
a deviation are given limited immunity from disciplinary action if they choose to file a report.
ASRS reports are limited in the sense that they represent subjective opinions and are not
independently verified by an objective party. In addition, one cannot assume that the frequency
of occurrence in ASRS reports represents the actual frequency ofoccurrence in day-to-day
operations. Despite the inherent limitations of the ASRS, these reports provide a wealth of
information on the factors involved in pilot deviations. The goal of this analysis was to identify
human factors that pilots perceive as contributing to surface incidents.

1.2 Report Selection

Three hundred of the most recent ASRS reports ofairport surface movement events involving
human performance issues were sampled from the 34 busiest airports in the United States (see
Figure 1). The most recent reports available were those submitted between May 2001 and
August 2002.

Criteria for inclusion in this analysis were two-fold. First, the incident had to meet the FAA
requirements to be classified as a surface incident involving runway operations. The FAA
defines a surface event as:

"Any event where unauthorized or unapproved movement occurs
within the movement area, or an occurrence in the movement area
associated with the operation of an aircraft that affects or could
affect the safety of flight. A surface incident can occur anywhere
on the airport's surface, including the runway." - FAA Runway
Safety Report, 2005

The FAA further classifies surface incidents as runway incursions andnon-runway incursions.
Thisanalysis examines onlysurface incidents involving runway operations but includes
incidents that both involved and did not involve otheraircraft; i.e., the analysis includes both
incursion and non-incursion ("surface incident")events.



Second, a pilot, or a co-pilot, who was operating the aircraft under FAA Part 121, 135, or 91 and
was directly involved in the incident, must have filed the report. Of the 300 sampled reports, 50
were excluded for one or more of the following reasons: (1) the reporting pilot was reporting the
error ofa pilot in another aircraft, (2) there was not enough information in the narrative to code
the report with respect to human factors, (3) the report was filed by a controller, or (4) the
primary cause of the incident was attributed to equipment or other issues unrelated to human
factors.

Of the 250 reports included in the analysis, 14 percent were filed by pilots and co-pilots
describing the same incident; information from these duplicate reports was combined. For most
of thesereports, pilotsgenerally cited the same factors. To avoid inflating the frequency of
occurrence of factors from these duplicate reports, factors identified by both the pilot and co
pilot were only counted once. Often, however, pilots would cite additional factors that their co
pilot failed to cite. These factors were also included in theanalysis. Asa result of combining
the data from duplicate reports, a total of 231 unique incidents wereanalyzed.

r20
18

16

- 14 £
0

12 i
- 10 •fc

o>CO Number

Figure 1. Number of ASRS reports analyzed from each airport in order of decreasing
frequency.

1.3 Report Characteristics

Figure 1 shows the distribution of reports analyzed in this analysis by the airport where they
occurred (the airports are identified by their three-letter identifier in Appendix A). While this
information is ofgeneral interest, it is important to note that the frequency of reports submitted
does not reflect the occurrence of runway incursions for two reasons. First, the events reported
to ASRS could have been classified either as runway incursions or surface incidents. Second, as
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previously mentioned, reports submitted to ASRS do not reflect the actual occurrence in day-to
day operations.

Type ofOperation. As can be seen in Figure 2, the majority of reports were filed by pilots
operating under Commercial rules (Part 121 or Part 135). A separate analysis comparing reports
filed by pilots operating under Commercial rules (121/135) and General Aviation rules (91)
revealed no remarkable differences in the type of incidents or factors these pilots cited.

Type of Operation

Part 135 Unknown

5% 2%

Figure 2. Percentage of ASRS reports analyzed by type of operation.

Crew Size. Eighty-seven percent of the reports examined involved two-person crews and 5
percent involved a three-person crew. Only 7 percent of the reports analyzed involved a single-
person crew. Crew-size was not identified in l percent of the reports.

Involvement ofOther Aircraft and Avoidance Maneuvers. Less than half(44 percent) of the
reports involved another aircraft. When another aircraft was involved, 50 percent of the reports
described the execution ofan avoidance maneuver. The most common avoidance maneuver (in
80 percent of these cases) was a go-around or the execution ofa missed approach.

Relative Location. The majority of the incidents (66 percent) occurred at the intersection ofa
runway and a taxiway. These incidents included those inwhich an aircraft crossed the hold-short
lines without authorization (but did not cross the runway edge) with another aircraft on the
runway. An additional 10 percent occurred at an intersection oftwo runways. The remaining 24
percent occurred on a single runway (e.g., involving two aircraft on, or almost on, the same
runway at the same time).
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1.4 Categorization of Human Factors

Each report was examined to identify the involvement of factors contributing to human
performance errors. The analysis identified specific factors thatcan be grouped into the
following categories:

1. Communication Factors - miscommunications between pilots andcontrollers as a result
ofa communication error (such as a readback error) and as a result ofa misunderstanding
ofATC instruction. Communication Factors also included issues such as frequency
congestion, blocked transmissions, partially blocked transmissions, and quality ofradio
transmission.

2. Airport Surface Issues - signage, markings, and complexities associated with complex
airport geometry.

3. Position Awareness - factors associated with the pilot's ability to correctly identify his or
her location on the airport surface and anticipate an approaching runway.

4. Automatic Processing Factors - actions that occurred out ofhabit, usually as a result of
extensive experience and often without conscious awareness. For example, ifa pilot is
accustomed to a particular taxi route and is given a route that is slightly different, the
pilot may unintentionally revert to the more familiar route even though theactual
clearance was understood.

5. Environmental Factors - factors related to weather or visibility such as day/night and icy
or wet surface conditions affecting human performance.

6. Other Human Performance Issues - fatigue, distraction, and being rushed.

Appendix B contains the complete taxonomy of specific factors.
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2. Results and Analysis

2.1 Human Factors

Factors by Category. As can be seen in Figure 3, communications were the most frequently
reported factor category, cited in more than half (55 percent) ofall the reports examined.
Inadequate position awareness was the second most common category, cited in 40 percent ot all
reports. Automatic processing and airport surface issues were each cited in approximately one-
quarter of the reports (25 percent and 23 percent, respectively). Less frequently cited factors
were other human performance factors (fatigue, distraction, and being rushed, 20 percent); and
environmental factors (18 percent).

Only 10 percent of the reports identified weather as a contributing factor. Seventy-five percent
of the 231 incidents occurred during Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC). Ten percent of
the reports listed the conditions as Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC) ormarginal
VMC. The remainder of reports did not identify weather conditions at the time of the incident.
Certain human performance issues, such as fatigue and distraction (labeled "other performance
issues") and environmental factors including adverse weather conditions were the least
frequently cited factor categories. While these factors are vitally important issues with respect to
air traffic safety, they were cited too infrequently within this particular sample of reports to
analyze, i.e., a separate analysis examining these factors, specifically, would require a larger
sample of ASRS reports.

Figure 3. Human factor issues cited by pilots in ASRS reports ofpilot errors that resulted
in runway incursions and surface incidents.
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2.2 Incident Categories

The surface incidents described in the ASRS reports were categorized into the following
mutually exclusive categories of runway transgressions:

• Crossed the hold-short lines (but did not cross the runway edge);

• I-ntcred the runway - crossed the runway edge but not to hold in position, and did not
completely cross the runway.

• Taxi into position and hold (TIPH) - entered the runway to hold in position for takeoff; or

• Completely crossed the runway.

Ifa pilot reported that the aircraft passed the hold-short point but had not entered the runway
(regardless ofintent), the incident was classified as a "hold-short" incident. Crossing the hold-
short lines (but not crossing the runway edge) was the most frequently described incident —
occurring in 35 percent of the reports examined. Completely crossing the runway was described
in 27 percent of the reports. Fifteen percent of the reports described pilots who taxied into
position and held on the runway without authorization. An additional 10 percent of the reports
described pilots who otherwise entered the runway without authorization. The remaining reports
described runway transgressions involving takeoffs and landings (6 percent and 5 percent,
respectively) and incidents that were too infrequent to becategorized (2 percent). Reports
involving takeoffs and landings without authorization were too few to allow examination of the
factors involved in these incidents.

Type of Incident

TIPH

15% Entered Runway
10%

Crossed Runway ^k ^L / \ Takeoff
27% m m. / ^^ 6%

Landing
5%

Crossed Hold Short

Line

35%

Figure 4. Distribution of incident categories.
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2.3 Crossing the Hold Short Lines
Pilots' lack of awareness as to exactly where they were on the airport surface was the most
common factor in reports involving crossing the hold-short lineswithout authorization. As can
be seen in Figure 5, lack of position awareness was cited in43 percent of reports involving a
hold line incident. The most commonreason for losing positionawareness was engaging in
"heads-down" duties, cited in 26 percent of all hold line incidents, and 60 percent of hold line
incidents citing a loss ofposition awareness. Themost frequently cited reasons forbeing
"heads-down" were performing checklists and programming the flight management system
(FMS). It is interesting tonote that being heads-down was cited much more often than external
factors (e.g., poor signage) in loss ofposition awareness that resulted incrossing the hold-short
lines. The most commonly cited surface issues were complex airport geometry (22 percent) and
poor or misunderstood signs and markings (16 percent).

Pilots cited communication errors and issues in one-third of all hold line incidents. This includes
readback errors, controllers missing readback errors (i.e., hearback errors), misunderstanding a
clearance, frequency congestion, etc. Traditional readback/hearback errors were cited in only 4
percent of hold line incidents; hearback errors where the controller failed to detect his/her own
mistake in the initial instruction were cited in 1 percent of hold line incidents. Frequency and
equipment issues such as poorradio quality and blocked communications were cited in a
combined 6 percent of hold line incidents. It is interesting to note thatno single communication
factor was mentioned in more than 4 percent of the reports citing hold line incidents. Rather, the
communication factors involved in hold line incidents were an unremarkable mix ofgeneral
communication factors involved in everyday operations.

Pilot errors that occurred as the result ofautomatic processing or habit were cited in 31 percent
of reports involving hold line incidents. The most common issue in this category was an
unexpected location of the hold-short line. More than half (56 percent) of pilots citing automatic
processing issues in hold line incidents reported that the hold-short line was in a nonstandard
location (i.e., further away from the runway than the pilot expected).

Seventy percent ofhold line incidents involved pilots taxiing for departure (as opposed to taxiing
to the gate upon arrival). In other cases, the pilots were caught off-guard by the unexpected
location of the hold-short lines (that is, the markings are not as close to the runway as the pilot
expected). The following narrative demonstrates how the unexpected location ofa hold-short
line can result in an inadvertent crossing.

"Cleared to land runway 24R at Cleveland-Hopkins following a visual approach.
We were told to exit the runway at taxiway K, hold short of runway 24L for
landing traffic. Due to the close spacing of theparallel runways, the hold-short
line for runway 24L was right at the tumoffpoint at taxiway K. We rolled through
that line, thinking that thenext line (actually the hold-short line for runway 24R)
was our hold-short point. Werealized our mistake as we saw the pattern of the
approaching hold-short line. Tower told us tohold ourposition, and runway 24L
traffic landed without incident." ACN# 538577
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Position Surface Issues Communications Automatic

Awareness Processing

Figure 5. Factor categories in crossing the hold lines without a clearance.

2.4 Crossing the Runway Without a Clearance

The circumstances described in reports of pilots crossing the runway or taxiing into position and
holding for takeoff (TIPH), are somewhat different from those of pilots crossing the hold-short
lines. In these cases, pilots intended to take or cross a runway (but not necessarily the runway
that they crossed). Pilots who crossed the runway without a clearance did so for one of two
reasons. Most common was a loss of position awareness — the pilots inadvertently crossed the
runway, often while one pilot was heads-down. Another common scenario included a
misunderstanding involving a "taxi to" instruction; that is, the pilots misidentified their location
and crossed a runway that the controller did not intend for them to cross. In both cases, the pilots
were not where they thought they were at some point. The difference is that in the incidents
involving "taxi to" instructions, the pilots generally thought they had a clearance to cross the
runway that they crossed; in the other incidents, the pilots did not intend to cross the mnway that
they crossed. If crossing instructions had been required for all runway crossings, the outcome of
the incidents involving this type of error might have been different.

Ascan be seen in Figure 6, the most common category of factors, cited in more than half (53
percent) of all reports involving pilots who crossed a runway without a clearance, was
communications. Communication factors included readback/hearback errors (15 percent),
frequency congestion and/or blocked transmissions (21 percent). The most commonly identified
factor, cited in almost one-third (32 percent) of the reports describing crossing the runway
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without a clearance, involved "taxi to" instructions. The following example demonstrates how
"taxi to" instructions resulted in an aircraft crossing the "wrong" runway due to a
miscommunication regarding the location of the aircraft.

"At TEB and FBO the first officer requested taxi from FBO (wrong FBO) to
active runway. Ground controller told us to give way to a Cessna 172 and then
taxi as we were not in sight by the ground controller. We did not see the CI72 and
asked for verification. Ground still thinks we are at another FBO. Ground tells us

to taxi via taxiway L to runway 1. Taxiway L exits right in front ofFBO at TEB,
so now we feel she knows where we are. Taxiway L crosses runway 6/24 enroute
to runway 1. We begin our taxi via taxiway L slowing to check for traffic before
crossing runway 6/24. Once across runway 6/24, ground reprimands us stating
that we just crossed runway 6/24 on taxiway L. Our taxi clearance was to taxi via
taxiway L to runway 1 for departure, without instructions to hold short of runway
6/24. No further discussions with ground control followed. Airport ground traffic
was minimal at the time and only 1 aircraft arrived before our departure.
Confusion could have been avoided if we had made it more clear which FBO we

were parked at." ACN# 533474

The second most commonly cited factor category in reports involving runway crossings,
identified in 44 percent of the reports, was a loss ofposition awareness. As in reports of crossing
the hold-short lines, being "heads-down" due to performing checklists or programming the FMS
was the main reason for losing position awareness, cited in 32 percent of runway crossing
incidents, and 74 percent of runway crossing incidentswhere position awareness was cited as a
contributing factor. Twenty-one percent of pilots involvedin runwaycrossing incidents simply
reported misidentifying their location. The following report demonstrates how pilotsare likely
to cross a runway while engaging in a heads-down task such as focusing on an airport diagram or
performing checklists.

"While taxiing, [we] received instructions to follow preceding aircraft to
runway 9 and hold short of runway 4L at BOS. Captain was taxiing
aircraft while [the first officer was] running checklists. BOS has a bravo
hold point and both captain and first officer [were distracted] by
discussing proper taxi route to hold point bravo ~ both first officer and
captain spending a lot of time looking down at the airport diagram.
Captain continued following previous aircraft across runway 4L without
clearance. Ground control commented we were not cleared to cross

runway 4L, but go ahead and position and hold on runway 9." ACN#
545129

Factors associated with automatic processing, such as reverting to old habit or expecting
clearance to cross the runway, were cited in 27 percent of runway crossings. The most
commonly cited factor was a pilot expecting a clearance to cross the runway (16 percent of
runway crossings). Airport surface issues were not frequently cited in runway crossings; factors
such as complex intersections or confusing signs or markings were collectively cited in only 18
percent of these reports.

Human Factors in Airport
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Figure 6. Factor categories cited in ASRS reports of crossing a runway without a clearance.

2.5 Taxi Into Position and Hold (TIPH) Incidents

The most likely reasons cited for pilots taxiing into position and holding on the runway (TIPH)
without clearance was that the pilot expected to receive a clearance to TIPH and accepted a
clearance to TIPH that was intended for another aircraft. As can be seen in Figure 7, most (94
percent) reports involving pilots taxiing onto the runway and holding (TIPH) without a clearance
cited one or more of the factors in the category of communications as contributing to the
incident. Readback/hearback errors were cited in43 percent of the reports and more than one-
third of theTIPH reports (34 percent) involved a pilot accepting a TIPH clearance intended for
another aircraft. This parallels the finding that pilots also stated(in 26 percent of theTIPH
reports) that they were expecting a TIPH clearanceand they heard what they expected to hear.
Frequency congestion and blockedcommunications were cited as a contributing factor in 29
percent of the reports. Like the reports of runway crossings, but unlike the reports in which the
pilots crossed the hold-short lines, most of the pilots who taxied into position to hold on the
runway intended to do so. Still, almost one-third of the TIPH reports mentioned that at least one
memberof the cockpit was performing "heads-down"duties at the time of the transgression; the
most commonly cited reason for being "heads-down" was performing checklists.

Further complicating the matter was frequency congestion and blocked communications
preventing the pilot from hearing the instruction in its entirety. Accepting the wrong aircraft's
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clearance was sometimes coincident with frequency congestion and/or blocked communications,
but more often was attributable solely to the pilot's expectation ofa TIPH instruction. The
following narrative describes how a flight crew almost took another aircraft's clearance to TIPH
on the runway most likely due to blocked communications.

"While waiting for takeoff at DTW runway 3L, the captain and I heard clearance
to taxi into position and hold by DTW tower controller. I replied back with 'taxi
into position and hold runway 3L'. While taxiing toward the runway, we saw a
DC9 approaching the runway from the other side. We stopped and then heard
clearance from the tower for them to take off. We queried the DTW controller
about our taxi into position and hold clearance. Controller replied we had no such
clearance. We held our position and then were cleared for takeoff after the DC9
departed. There was no conflict. In our analysis, we suspect a communication
breakdown. We think the other aircraft (DC9) and we responded at the same time
when replying to taxi into position and hold, therefore, blocking out each other's
radio call. We also had an ACARS WT data change during the time this
miscommunication took place, adding a distraction to the situation." ACN#
534751

Another communication issue is the inconsistent use of the term "hold" in common air traffic
instructions. "Hold short," instructs the pilot not to enter the runway. "Taxi into position and
hold' instructs the pilot to line up on therunway and await takeoff clearance. Those two
standard air traffic instructions contain similar wording to indicate opposite instructions, (i.e., get
on the runway and don't get on the runway). Whilecommonly used in Europe, the instruction to
"hold your position"(meaning "stop") is nonstandard in the United States;however, it is
sometimes used. Also, pilots reported that at some facilities, controllers sometimes issue the
(nonstandard) instructions to "taxi up to the number one position and hold short" or "taxi full-
length position and hold." The controllers' intention in each of these reports was for the pilot to
hold short of the runway. However, in the incidents described, the pilots heard only "position
and hold" and proceeded onto the runway. Since analysis ofASRS reports is not the same as
analysis ofvoice tapes, one cannot say for certain that this is what the controller said. However,
one can say that this is what the pilot heard (or thought he or she heard), as evidenced in the
pilots' reports. The following report illustrates this point.

"Flight XYZ holding on taxiway D short of taxiway S for runway 30L. Crew was
busy getting takeoffnumbers, doing taxi and before takeoff checklists. Tower
transmitted 'aircraft flight XYZ, taxi up to the #1 position and hold short.' In the
cockpit the 'position and hold' portion registered. We taxied onto the runway and
held in position. Aircraft flight XYA had to go around. 1believe that poor
phraseology contributed to the incursion. Mixing 'position and hold' and 'hold
short' words is confusing." ACN# 528405
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Figure 7. Factor categories cited in ASRS reports involving a pilot who taxied into position
without a clearance.

2.6 Entering the Runway Without Authorization

The results of the analysis of human factors cited in reports of pilots entering the runway without
authorization, that is, crossing onto the runway other than to position and hold, are very similar
to the factors cited for crossing the hold-short lines, but not crossing the runway edge.
Inadequate position awareness was the predominant factor cited in these types of reports.
Over half (53 percent) of the reports that cited a loss of position awareness mentioned that
being "heads-down" was a contributing factor to the incident.

General communication factors were cited in 38 percent of runway entrance incidents. The most
common communication factor was incorrect ATC phraseology cited in 13 percent of runway
entrance incidents. Readback/hearback errors and misunderstanding the clearance werecited in
only 4 percentof the runwayentrance incidents. The most commonly cited airport surface issues
were poor signage and/or markings (21 percent of runway entrance incidents) and complex
airport geometry (13 percent of runway entrance incidents). Pilot expectation was cited in 21
percent of reports involving runway entrance incidents; these pilots reported that they were
expecting a clearance to cross the runway. In most of the reports of pilots entering the runway
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without authorization, the pilot started to cross the runway, realized the mistake, and stopped, or
was instructed to stop by ATC.

Position

Awareness

Communications Surface Issues Automatic

Processing

Figure 8. Types and frequencies of factors cited in ASRS reports of pilots entering the
runway without authorization.

2.7 Additional Issues

Offset Taxiways. In rare cases a taxiway can be perpendicular, but not actually connect with the
runway (as illustrated in Figure 9). Sometimes it is necessary for a controller to instnict a pilot
to hold short of the runway in this situation (i.e., when another aircraft is landing). Pilots in this
situation, particularly those not familiar with the airport, reported that they wereconfused as to
where to hold short. Further complicating the situation were reports indicating that there was a
lack of hold-short markings and/or signs at these locations. Hold-short lines should always be
located wherever the controller expects the pilot to stop. In addition, controllers should
consider informing pilots who may not be familiar with theairport that the runway does not
intersect the taxiway. Pilots should always query ATC when there is ambiguity as to where to
hold short of a runway.

Human Factors in Airport
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RUNWAY

Figure 9. Additional factor: Confusing taxiway

Blocked Transmissions and Frequency Congestion. Readback/hearback errors continue to
contribute to pilot errors that result in runway transgressions. Some level of this type of human
error is inevitable due to the human tendency to hear what oneexpects to hear. However, there
are things that can bedone to minimize thechances of these errors and mitigate their effects.
Pilots need to ensure that all critical instructions (such as those to cross a runway, TIPH, takeoff
or land) arc readback with the aircraft call sign and runway designator. Controllers need to be
continually vigilant with readbacks and continually monitor the aircraft to ensure that the pilot
does what the controller intended them to do.

There are other changes that could be implemented to minimize communication error. Pilots
often cited frequency congestion and blocked transmissions as contributing factors to readback
and hearback errors. The following excerpt from a report demonstrates the extent to which
frequency congestion is a problem at busy facilities.

"As we were taxiing out, we noted there was so much congestion on the ground
frequency that the ground controller was issuing clearances to aircraft and stating
'hold the readback."' ACN# 538801

Implementation of anti-blocking technologies could help to eliminate blocked transmissions.
Implementation of datalink, or other technologies that minimize the need for voice transmissions,
would help to reduce frequency congestion.

Reporting Clear ofthe Runway. There were alsoa few reports from pilots of large aircraft
stating the difficulty in determining whether the aircraft is completely clear of the runway when
they need to hold short of a closely spaced parallel runway. Controllers and pilots need to
recognize that this is a very difficult (and error-prone) task.
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3. Conclusions and Recommendations

The purpose of this study was to examine human factors of surface incidents as reported by
pilots. The results show that while different types of incidents had different characteristics, there
were also some striking similarities. Acritical difference was routed in whether the pilots
intended to enter the runway that they transgressed. The reports of pilots who ended up crossing
the hold-short lines, but not crossing the runway edge, indicated that in most cases, the pilots'
intended to hold short of the runway. These pilots inadvertently crossed, often while one of the
pilots was heads down. Similarly, pilots who entered the runway, other than to taxi into position
and hold, also did not intend'to enterthe runway; these pilots understood the clearance, but due
to a loss of position awareness, often associated with one of the pilots being heads down,
inadvertently entered the runway. These and other findings of this study suggest the following
recommendation:

Minimize "Heads-Down" Activity While Taxiing. Communication issues continue to contribute
to human error that results in surface incidents. Pilots hearing what they expected to hear,
including accepting a clearance for another aircraft was the most commonly cited factor in pilots
TIP! 1and crossing the runway without a clearance. However, in all categories of incidents, loss
ofposition awareness, often associated with one ofthe pilots being "heads down" was cited as a
common contributing factor (sec Figure 10).

Entering the Runway Crossingthe Runway TIPH Crossing the H/S Line

Figure 10. Percentage of ASRS reports citing "heads-down" activity as acontributing
factor.

Asignificant finding ofthis study is that "heads-down" activity was associated with pilots
entering, crossing, and taking the runway whether the pilots ended up crossing the hold-short
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lines or held on the runway for takeoff. Being "heads-down," most often for the purpose of
performing checklists or programming the flight management system (FMS), wascitedoften as a
factor in at least one-quarter (26 percent - 33 percent) of the ASRS reports of pilots entering,
crossing, taking, or otherwise transgressing the runway. While the FAA Advisory Circularon
flightcrew surface operations (FAA,2003) recommends that only one flightcrew member
perform heads-down tasks while theaircraft is taxiing, thisanalysis suggests that even thatmay
be problematic. The most effective pilot mitigation strategy that can be implemented
immediately is to minimize heads-down activity during taxi. Ideally, checklists and system
programming would never be performed while the aircraft is inmotion as heads-down activity
distracts the pilot from realizing the proximity to the runway.

Continue to Maintain Improvements inAirport Signs andMarkings. Pilotscited poor signage
and ambiguous surface markings as contributing factors in some incidents. Since the datesof
these incidents, progress has been made in improving airportsigns and marking. Renewed
attentionhas been given to refreshing faded hold-short linesand replacingabsent, poorly visible,
and ambiguous signs.

Augment Pilot'sExpectation ofthe Hold-short Lines. Pilotsoften reported that they failed to
hold short ofa runway because the hold-short lines were placed in an unexpected location. This
situation could be helped by using anticipatory markings to signal to the pilot that they are
approachinga runway. Highlighting the center taxi line near the hold-short lines has been
proven (in a pilot program at PVD airport) to help alert pilots that they are approaching the hold
lines. These enhanced marking are planned for more widespread implementation and are
expected to help reduce the incidence of pilots inadvertently crossing the hold-short lines.

Examine thepotentialrisks and benefits ofchanging "Taxi Into Position andHold" to "Line up
and Wait." Standard International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) phraseology for "taxi
into position and hold" is "line up and wait." While the instruction to "taxi into position and
hold" is not in itselfproblematic in the U.S, confusion can arise when controllers issue non
standard instructions such as "taxi to the number one position and hold short." Also, from a
human factors standpoint, "line up and wait" is preferable since it is does not contain any words
similar to (and thus confusable with) "hold short." The FAA is currently assessing whether or
not there is a safety case for changing the wording of this instruction. The results of this analysis
point to the importance of this effort.

Continue to Monitor RisksofUsing "Taxi To"Instructions. Instructions to "taxi to" a location
(such as a departure runway) include a clearance to cross all intervening runways. Implied
clearances to cross runways have contributed to runway incursions in which the aircraft was in a
different location than either the controller or the pilot thought. The FAA has examined
incursions to determine the relative risk involved in issuing "taxi to" instructionsthat includea
clearance to cross intervening runways. To date, the numbers of incursions that involved "taxi
to" instructions has been too few to demonstrate an unacceptable level of risk. The results ofthis
study suggest that continuedmonitoring ofthe risksand benefitsofusing multiple crossing
clearances with "taxi to" instructions is merited.
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ATL

BOS

BWI

CLE

CLT

CVG

DCA

DEN

DFW

DTW

EWR

HNL

IAD

IAH

JFK

LAS

LAX

LGA

MCO

MDW

MEM

MIA

MSP

ORD

PHL

PHX

PIT

SEA

SFO

SLC

SNA

STL

TEB

TPA

Appendix A. Airport Identifiers

THE WILLIAM B. HARTSFIELD ATLANTA INTL, GA
GENERAL EDWARD LAWRENCE LOGAN INTL, MA
BALTIMORE-WASHINGTON INTL,MP
CLEVELAND-HOPKINS INTL, OH
CHARLOTTE/DOUGLAS INTL, NC
CINCINNATI/NORTHERN KENTUCKY INTL, KY
RONALD REAGAN WASHINGTON NATIONAL, DC
DEN - DENVER INTL, CO
DALLAS-FORT WORTH INTL, TX
DETROIT METROPOLITAN WAYNE COUNTY, MI
NEWARK INTL, NJ
HONOLULU INTL, HI
WASHINGTON DULLES INTL, DC
GEORGE BUSH INTERCONTINENTAL AIRPORT/HOUSTON, TX
JOHN F. KENNEDY INTL, NY
MCCARRANINTL.NV
LOS ANGELES INTL, CA

LA GUARDIA, NY
ORLANDO INTL, FL
CHICAGO MIDWAY, 1L
MEMPHIS INTL, TN
MIAMI INTL, FL
MINNEAPOLIS-ST PAUL INTL (WOLD-CHAMBERLAIN), MN
CHICAGO-O'HARE INTL, IL
PHILADELPHIA INTL, PA
PHOENIX SKY HARBOR INTL, AZ
GEORGE BUSH INTERCONTINENTAL AIRPORT/HOUSTON, TX
SEATTLE-TACOMA INTL, WA
SAN FRANCISCO INTL, CA
SALT LAKE CITY INTL, UT
JOHN WAYNE AIRPORT-ORANGE COUNTY, CA
LAMBERT-ST. LOUIS INTL, MO
TETERBORO, NJ
TAMPA INTL, FL
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Appendix B. Factor Taxonomy

Communications Factors

Pilot Factors

Readback Error

Pilot used improper phraseology
Pilot confused by standard ATC phraseology
Pilot misunderstood the clearance

Pilotaccepted clearance intended for another aircraft
Pilot failed to clarify ambiguous instruction/situation
Similar callsigns on the same frequency
Pilot monitoring the wrong or multiple frequencies

ATC Factors

Hearback Errors - Controller failed to correct error in pilot's readback (Type I)
Hearback Error Type II - Controller failed to detect thediscrepancy between the

correct readback and the intended instruction

Pilot reported that ATC used non-standard phraseology
Pilot reported that ATC used the wrong, or omitted, taxiway or runway designator
Pilot reported that ATC issued instruction too late foraircraft to comply
Pilot reported that ATC issued conflicting clearances to two or more aircraft
Pilot confused by instructions
Pilot reported thatATC speech rate and/or quality of speech wasa factor

Frequency/Equipment Issues
Frequency Congestion
Blocked/stepped-on transmissions
Poor Radio Quality

Airport Surface Issues
Non-standard hold-short markings
Hold-short lines were faded or difficult to see

Lackofmarkings or signs (other than hold-short lines)
Inadequate or missing lights
Complex intersection of runways and/or taxiways
Closely spaced parallel runways
Construction activity

Position Awareness

Pilot performing"heads-down" duties
Aircraft equipment issues
Programming the flight management system
Map or chart reading
Checklists

Airport diagram issue
Misidentified location

Unfamiliarity with airport or route
Speed of Aircraft
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Automatic Processing Factors
Reverting to habit
Following another aircraft beyond the point of clearance
Pilot expectation of a particular clearance
Pilot expectation of the location ofhold-short lines

Environmental Factors

Night conditions
Wet or icy runway/taxiway
Restricted visibility
Wind

IMC or marginal conditions
Other Human Performance Issues

Fatigue
Cockpit distraction
Distraction outside the cockpit
Distracted by previous events
Rushed due to schedule pressure
Rushed due to ATC urgency
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